
ALSO RECOMMENDED

Serafin M. Coronel-Molina
Lonely Planet Quechua Phrasebook
2014, PAPER, 228 PAGES
This shirt-pocket guide is a surprisingly 
thorough introduction to not just the language 
but also the customs and culture of  the Andes.

Gaston Acurio
Peru, The Cookbook
2015, HARD COVER, 400 PAGES
A panoramic view of  traditional Peruvian 
cooking, featuring 500 recipes, full-color 
illustrations and expert information on the 
roots of  Peruvian cuisine. Author Gaston 
Acurio is a Peruvian celebrity chef.

Hugh Thomson
A Sacred Landscape, The Search for 
Ancient Peru
2008, PAPER, 330 PAGES
Head-over-heels in love with the adventure, 
intrigue and bonhomie of  archaeology, Hugh 
Thomson (The White Rock) explores Moches, 
Chavin, Nasca and other ancient civilizations 
of  Peru. His tale is bracketed by an account of  
his discoveries with Gary Ziegler at Llactapata, 
an observatory two miles from Machu Picchu.

Chris Heaney
Cradle of  Gold, The Story of  Hiram 
Bingham
2011, PAPER, 272 PAGES
Chris Heaney turns his research in Peru and in 
the archives into a moving tale of  discovery, 
focusing not just on the charismatic explorer 
and politician (he was a Connecticut senator) 
but also on the controversy surrounding the 
artifacts Bingham shipped (some say smuggled) 
home to the Peabody Museum.

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

Peter Matthiessen
Cloud Forest, A Chronicle of  the South 
American Wilderness
1987, PAPER, 280 PAGES
Matthiessen recounts with wit and insight a 
20,000-mile journey through South America, 
including a marvelous wild goose chase in the 
Amazon, an obligatory visit to Machu Picchu 
and his travels in Tierra del Fuego.

John Hemming
Conquest of  the Incas
2003, PAPER, 641 PAGES
A masterful, prize-winning history of  the Inca 
struggle against the Spanish invasion. This 
classic account, by one of  the best writers on 
South America, brings together wide-ranging 
scholarly material in the interests of  telling a 
good story. With a chronology, family tree, 
bibliography, notes and references.

Mike Torrey
Stone Offerings
2009, HARD COVER, 144 PAGES
Torrey captures the dramatic setting, solitude 
and intricate construction of  the Inca site 
of  Machu Picchu in 100 striking color 
photographs taken over a few days at summer 
and winter solstice.

DK Publishing
Eyewitness Guide Peru
2018, PAPER, 348 PAGES
Another gem in the Eyewitness series, this 
superb guide is handsome, convenient and 
up-to-date. Featuring 3-D cutaway illustration, 
dozens of  local street maps and a region-by-
region synopsis of  the country’s attractions.

Borch Maps
Peru Map
2014, MAP
A colorful, laminated relief  map of  Peru at a 
scale of  1:1,750,000. Features detailed insets of  
Lima, Cuzco and Machu Picchu.

READING GUIDE

PERU

To enhance your travel experience, we’ve compiled a selection of  favorite, new, and hard-to-find books 
about your destination. Feel free to visit your local bookstore or library for your reading materials.



Michael Jacobs
Andes
2011, PAPER, 576 PAGES
Jacobs journeys 4,300 miles from Venezuela 
to Tierra del Fuego in the footsteps of  Simon 
Bolivar, Charles Darwin and other explorers, 
describing in vivid detail the landscape and 
diverse cultures of  South America.

Kim MacQuarrie
Life and Death in the Andes
2015, PAPER, 448 PAGES
In this heartfelt meditation on the Andes, 
MacQuarrie travels the range, hot on the trails 
of  legendary characters like Charles Darwin, 
Pablo Escobar and Che Guevara.

Thornton Wilder
The Bridge of  San Luis Rey
2014, PAPER, 154 PAGES
The classic tale of  Franciscan missionaries in 
18th-century Lima, Peru by the Pulitzer Prize-
winning novelist. First published in 1927.

Pablo Neruda
The Heights of  Macchu Picchu
2014, PAPER, 64 PAGES
An indispensable contribution to 20th-
century poetry, Neruda’s ode to Machu 
Picchu celebrates the Incan civilization while 
abhorring that it was built by slave labor.

Adrian Forsyth, Ken Miyata
Tropical Nature
1984, PAPER, 248 PAGES
Two uncommonly observant and thoughtful 
field biologists offer a lucid portrait of  the 
tropics through 17 marvelous essays that 
introduce the habitats, ecology, plants and 
animals of  the South American rainforest.

Tom Schulenberg, Douglas Stotz, John O’Neill, Dan 
Lane (Illustrator)
Birds of  Peru
2010, PAPER, 668 PAGES
The much-anticipated authoritative field guide 
by Schulenberg and colleagues at the Field 
Museum in Chicago, this comprehensive guide, 
featuring 304 color plates by Dan Lane, covers 
all 1,792 species of  birds recorded in Peru, 
nearly one-fifth of  the world’s total.

David L. Pearson, Les Beletsky
Peru, Travellers’ Wildlife Guides
2004, PAPER, 500 PAGES
An expansive and durably-bound field guide 
featuring 500 illustrations of  the birds, 
amphibians, reptiles, mammals and insects of  
the Amazon, Andes and Pacific Coast.

Felipe Fernandez-Armesto, Matthew Restall
The Conquistadors, A Very Short 
Introduction
2012, PAPER, 128 PAGES
This provocative book by two leading 
historians explores who the conquistadors were 
and what made their adventures possible.

Kim Macquarrie
The Last Days of  the Incas
2008, PAPER, 522 PAGES
MacQuarrie tackles the personality, aspirations 
and greed of  Francisco Pizarro in this vivid 
account of  the conquest of  a continent.

Carlos Aguirre
The Lima Reader: History, Culture, 
Politics
2017, PAPER, 344 PAGES
Drawing together a fine selection of  primary 
sources, this scholarly primer combs through 
the complexities of  Lima, Peru with expert 
commentary. A tangled metropolis perched at 
the gray ocean edge of  a desert, Lima dates 
back over 500 years. The authors discuss its 
rich cultural heritage as well as its present-day 
social tensions and demographic shifts.

Brian S. Bauer
Ancient Cuzco, Heartland of  the Inca
2004, PAPER, 296 PAGES
A scholarly overview of  the Inca capital, its 
history and development, by the team leader of  
the Cuzco Valley Archaeological Project.

Rebecca Stone-Miller
Art of  the Andes, from Chavin to Inca
2012, PAPER, 224 PAGES
This authoritative and concise illustrated 
survey of  Andean art and architecture covers 
not only Machu Picchu and additional Inca 
monuments, but also Chan Chan, Nasca and 
other archaeological sites and cultures.

Hiram Bingham
Lost City of  the Incas
2003, PAPER, 286 PAGES
This first-rate adventure story by the man who 
brought Machu Picchu to the attention of  the 
world is not just a gripping tale of  exploration 
and archaeology, it also sets the scene for any 
visitor to the site.

Mark Adams
Turn Right at Machu Picchu
2012, PAPER, 333 PAGES
Over his head on an arduous guided trek 
to Choquequirao and other remote sites, 
Mark Adams mixes entertaining tales of  his 
adventures (he’s quite the accidental explorer) 
with analysis of  Hiram Bingham in this 
“following-in-the-footsteps-of ” account.


